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Abstract
Using deep learning models to solve sentiment analysis of sentences is still a challenging
task. Long short-term memory (LSTM) network solves the gradient disappeared problem
existed in recurrent neural network (RNN), but LSTM structure is linear chain-structure
that can’t capture text structure information. Afterwards, Tree-LSTM is proposed, which
uses LSTM forget gate to skip sub-trees that have little eﬀect on the results to get good
performance. It illustrates that the chain-structured LSTM more strongly depends on text
structure. However, Tree-LSTM can’t clearly figure out which sub-trees are important and
which sub-trees have little eﬀect. We propose a simple model which uses Rhetorical Structure Theory (RST) for text parsing. By building LSTM network on RST parse structure,
we make full use of LSTM structural characteristics to automatically enhance the nucleus
information and filter the satellite information of text. Furthermore, this approach can
make the representations concerning the relations between segments of text, which can
improve text semantic representations. Experiment results show that this method not only
has higher classification accuracy, but also trains quickly.
Keywords: LSTM, Rhetorical Structure Theory, sentiment analysis

1. Introduction
Sentiment analysis is an influential research field and it focuses on subjective text analysis
and processing. According to diﬀerent granularity, sentiment analysis tasks can be divided
into chapter level, paragraph level, sentence level, word level or even mixed. In this paper,
we focus on the task of sentence-level sentiment analysis.
In literature, traditional machine learning methods often use Native Bayes, support
vector machines (SVM) Koppel and Schler (2006) and Maximum Entropy to build sentiment
classifier following Pang et al. (2002). These three methods need to design features by handcraft Paltoglou and Thelwall (2010) or learn discriminate features form data. Therefore, that
feature selection is good or bad has great influence on the classification results. Later, deep
learning method makes such a significant eﬀect in image processing field Lee et al. (2009);
Hinton and Salakhutdinov (2006) and speech recognition field Huang and Kingsbury (2013)
that researchers further make it applied in natural language processing (NLP) field, such as
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machine translation Cho et al. (2014) and text classification. When we use deep Learning
methods, self-learning feature take place of manual selection.
However, text sentiment classification task yet need be more deeply studied. In 2013,
Google proposed word2vec tool Mikolov et al. (2013b,a) for training word vector. Unlike
traditional word representation, the word vector is continuous and dense. It also can express
”distance” concept and capture semantic feature and syntax of words. However, because
the word vector can only represents a single word, phrase and sentence representations
need consider the semantic combination problem. Which methods can be used for semantic
combination? In recent years, two types of deep learning models, Recursive Auto-encoder
(RAE) and RNN, have been proposed to conduct semantic combination for phrase and
sentence representations. These two models achieve good results, but there are some flaws.
The RAE method tends to generate deep parse trees and has high training complexity.
RNN, another common semantic combination model, is developed into the RNN network
with LSTM unit Graves (1997) which handles text as temporal sequence. Although LSTM
has observed promising result, many tasks are inherently related to structure which are
more complicated than sequence. To improve feature representations of sentences, text
structure still needs to dig.
To make full use of text structure and learn suﬃcient feature representations, the analytical tool RST can be used. Although the best accuracy of binary sentiment classification
of RST method is only about seventy percent Hogenboom et al. (2015), RST can describe
the relations between internal parts of text. We can use RST relations to parse a text. On
the basis of the fact, we propose RST-LSTM model which conduct LSTM on the RST parse
tree. RST-LSTM uses the forget components of segments to automatically enhance the nucleus information and filter the satellite information, so semantic feature representations of
text will be more suﬃcient and more accurate. This model is trained on Stanford Sentiment Treebank dataset Socher et al. (2013). Experimental results show that this method
not only has a higher classification accuracy than the state-of-the-art methods Tai et al.
(2015); Socher et al. (2013, 2012, 2011b), but also trains quickly.

2. Related Works
2.1. Sentiment Analysis
The improvement of sentiment analysis tasks is mainly at the step of text feature learning.
Recently, neural network methods to learn continuous text representations have been widely
used because of their high performance. These methods can be divided into two directions.
One is devoted to the research of word embedding. High quality word embedding is the basis
of natural language processing task. Mikolov et al. (2013b) first discovers that RNN can
learn the analogy relationship between words (such as apple-apples cat-cats, man-woman
king-queen). Levy and Goldberg (2014) learns word embedding by using dependency syntax
path as context of words on the skip-gram model Mikolov et al. (2013c). The other is
devoted to the research of semantic composition Mitchell and Lapata (2010). Make sentencelevel sentiment analysis as an example: sentence representations can be seen as semantic
combination of all the words in sentence. In this paper, the sentence-level sentiment analysis
task mainly researches how to eﬀectively get the better semantic combination of words.
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Furthermore, in the process of learning text representation, text structure may hold valuable
information. Its naturally that we combine words according to text structure.
2.2. syntax parse tree
Common syntax parse trees include dependency tree and constituent tree. Dependency tree
can directly handle the relations between words of sentences. Each node represents a word
in sentences. In constituent tree, leaf nodes represent all words composed of sentences,
non-leaf nodes represent generated phrases. In recent years, the researches of sentiment
analysis based on RST gain more attention Hogenboom et al. (2015); Chenlo et al. (2014);
Zhou et al. (2011). RST is a popular discourse analysis framework, which can describe the
relations between internal parts of text. RST relations split text into rhetorically related
segments that possibly can be split too, so it will generate a hierarchical rhetorical structure.
Each segment is a nucleus or a satellite. But previous researches on RST are small-scale text
sentiment classification. Recently, some researchers put forward RST tree that considers
leaf nodes and entire RST hierarchy structure Hogenboom et al. (2015) to improve classification accuracy. But Chenlo et al. (2014) calculated emotional polarity values of micro-blog
comments by simple weighted method of diﬀerent RST tree segments. Tu et al. (2013) also
creates translation framework based on RST tree. These works are carried out by directly
weighted method, instead of automatic learning text semantic representation. Surdeanu
et al. (2015) propose two RST analysis tools based on dependency and constituent syntax
on the basis of previous RST parsers Feng and Hirst (2012); Soricut and Marcu (2003).
Although the two parsers have a good eﬀect, but they have not been eﬀectively applied.
The researches of RST are still in the shallow stage.
2.3. semantic combination model
Three main semantic combination models are bag of words model, RAE and RNN. Bag of
words model gets sentence representation by simply averaging each word embedding existed
in text sequences. The model is more eﬀective for long text, but the drawback is losing
word order information. RAE usually needs a topology structure, such as syntax trees.
Socher et al. (2011a) obtains the entire sequence representation by constantly recursive
composition. RNN handles text as temporal sequences. Current state is aﬀected by the last
step and will aﬀect the next step. Finally, we get the entire sequences representations by
considering current input and last step output at any time steps. Later, RNN with LSTM
unit is explicitly designed for avoiding the gradient disappeared problem. Afterwards, Many
variants of LSTM are proposed especially Tree-LSTM network Tai et al. (2015); Zhu et al.
(2015). Although Tree-LSTM has observed promising result, there are many problems that
remain to solve. Tree-LSTM uses LSTM forget unit to skip the sub-trees which have little
eﬀect on the results to get good performance. But we can’t clearly figure out which subtrees are important and which sub-trees have little eﬀect on sentiment analysis. We build
LSTM network based on analytical results of these two RST parsers Surdeanu et al. (2015)
which are based on dependency and constituent syntax. Combining LSTM and RST will
help to break their own limitations.
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3. Methods
3.1. LSTM and Tree-LSTM
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Recent years have seen a revival of LSTM Graves (1997). LSTM which introduces a special
memory cell can solve the gradient disappeared problem. The memory cell is composed of
three gates and a cell unit. Gates generally use sigmoid activation function and the cell
unit often uses tanh transformation. The output values of sigmoid function is between 0
and 1, where 1 means completely carrying previous information and 0 means completely
abandoning. LSTM adds or removes information to update the cell state through gates.
LSTM model diagram is shown in Fig. 1. Equations of LSTM are expressed as follows:

Figure 1: LSTM network.

Input gate:
it = σ(W (i) xt + U (i) ht−1 + b(i) )

(1)

ft = σ(W (f ) xt + U (f ) ht−1 + b(f ) )

(2)

ot = σ(W (o) xt + U (o) ht−1 + b(o) )

(3)

Forget gate:
Output gate:
The candidate value of cell state:
ut = tanh(W (u) xt + U (u) ht−1 + b(u) )

(4)

ct = it ⊙ ut + ft ⊙ ct−1

(5)

ht = ot ⊙ tanh(ct )

(6)

Update cell state:
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where xt is the input at the current time step t (such as one word in a sentence), σ denotes
the logistic sigmoid function and ⊙ denotes elementwise multiplication. The superscript
of the weight matrices and biase indicate what they are used for. For example, W (i) is
a matrix of input. The input gate it represents new information we’re going to input.
The candidate value ut is created by a tanh layer. it multiplied by ut decides final new
information added to the cell state. The forget gate ft decides which information we’re
going to throw away from the cell state. ft multiplied by the last step cell state ct−1 filters
discarded information. New cell state ct is obtained by adding these two items. Finally, the
cells state ct is processed through a tanh layer, and then multiplied by the output gate ot
to decide which sections will be output.
Tree-LSTM is a variant of LSTM which combines text structure and LSTM. Tai et al.
(2015) has two variants of LSTM. One is Child-Sum Tree -LSTM; the other is N-ary TreeLSTM. Both two networks can integrate information of multiple child nodes. Each TreeLSTM node t includes an input gate it , an output gate ot , a cell unit ct and a hidden output
ht like standard LSTM network. The diﬀerence is that the standard LSTM has only one
forget gate, but the parent node has a forget gate ftk for each child node k in Tree-LSTM.
The diﬀerence allows Tree-LSTM to selectively integrate child nodes’ information. The
input xt represents the word vector in sentence parse tree. The word vector is equivalent to
the head word if Tree-LSTM network is based on dependency tree, while the word vector
is the leaf node vector if Tree-LSTM network is based on constituency tree.
Given a tree, the child nodes collection of node t is C(t). The equations of Child-Sum
Tree-LSTM are expressed as follows:
ht−1 =

∑

hk

(7)

k∈C(t)

it = σ(W (i) xt + U (i) ht−1 + b(i) )
ot = σ(W

(o)

xt + U

ftk = σ(W

(f )

ut = tanh(W

(u)

(o)

xt + U

(o)

ht−1 + b

(f )

(f )

hk + b

(u)

)

(9)

)

(10)

(u)

xt + U ht−1 + b
∑
ct = it ⊙ ut +
ftk ⊙ ck

(8)

)

(11)
(12)

k∈C(t)

ht = ot ⊙ tanh(ct )

(13)

In equation 7 and 12, hk and ck respectively represent the hidden output and cell state
of child node k. Since the last step hidden output of Child-Sum Tree-LSTM depends on
the sum of hidden states of child nodes, it’s particularly suitable for tree-structure network
with disordered child nodes and multi-branch structure. Dependency tree is a good choice,
because the number of dependents of head is arbitrary and we don’t need to distinguish
which is left child or right child. Tree-LSTM based on the dependency tree such as ChildSum Tree-LSTM is called Dependency Tree-LSTM. Other equations are like equation 1-6.
The other network is N-ary Tree-LSTM. In the network, the number of branches of tree is
at most N. Child nodes of tree are ordered, which can be labeled from 1 to N. For any node
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t , memory cell and hidden output of its k-th child are respectively denoted as htk and ctk .
The equations of N-ary Tree-LSTM are shown as follows:
it = σ(W (i) xt +

N
∑

Uε(i) htε + b(i) )

(14)

ε=1

ftk = σ(W (f ) xt +

N
∑

(f )

Ukε htε + b(f ) )

(15)

Uε(o) htε + b(o) )

(16)

ε=1

ot = σ(W

(o)

xt +

N
∑
ε=1

ut = tanh(W (u) xt +

N
∑

Uε(u) htε + b(u) )

(17)

ftε ⊙ ctε

(18)

ε=1

ct = it ⊙ ut +

N
∑
ε=1

ht = ot ⊙ tanh(ct )

(19)

In general, the network structure is constructed based on the constituency Tree. The
granularity of learning is finer than dependency tree. More detailed information can be
found in the original paper Tai et al. (2015). But on binary tree structure leads these two
tree structures similar. Model parameters of them are also very similar. When these two
networks are simplified to chain structure, the equations 7-13 and 14-19 will transform into
standard LSTM equations 1-6.
3.2. The Rhetorical Structure Theory (RST)
Unlike Tree-LSTM, RST can clearly points out the importance of diﬀerent segments of text.
RST was proposed by W. Man and S. Thompson in a paper ”Rhetorical Structure Theory:
A Theory of Text Organization” Pang and Lee (2005) in 1987. It’s a descriptive theory that
describes text organizations especially the relations between diﬀerent parts of text. RST
proposes 23 kinds of rhetorical relations, such as attribution, contrast and condition. RST
relation splits a piece of text into core segments and peripheral segments, called nuclei and
satellites. A sentence’s RST relation structure is described in Figure 2. The sentence is
”My girlfriend said that she doesnt like watching animated film, but very like this movie.”
In Figure 2, horizontal line indicates boundaries of each layer of RST roles in hierarchical
rhetorical structure. The arrow points from the satellite to the nucleus. Description over
horizontal line shows the specific relations between nuclei and satellites, including one or
several of 23 kinds of rhetorical relations mentioned above. Emotional words in sentence
are marked in red. Contrast relationship is described by line without arrows in both ends,
which indicates parallel relations.
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Attribution

My girlfriend said that

Contrast
she doesn’t like
watching animated film，

Figure 2: the RST relation structure of a sentence.

3.3. RST-LSTM network
Text structure is one of the key research directions for sentiment analysis tasks. Recent
work uses RST for text parsing in order to distinguish important text segments from less
important ones in terms of their contribution to the overall sentiment Hogenboom et al.
(2015). The RST-LSTM model we propose is described in Figure 3 which includes three
parts, RST parse tree, RST-LSTM topology structure and RST-LSTM network. In Figure 3(a), RST parse tree considers the full hierarchical rhetorical structure of sentences,
rather than segments’ rhetorical roles. We use the two rhetorical structure parsers Surdeanu et al. (2015) proposed. Both parsers use the same underlying framework, but the
characteristics of syntax are diﬀerent. One is based on constituent parse tree (abbreviated
as C); the other is based on dependency parse tree (abbreviated as D). The dependency
parse tree and the constituent parse tree of the sentence we used are the same. You can
parse another sentences by using dependency and constituent RST tools 1 . Compared with
other RST discourse analysis tools, these two RST discourse parsers use a simple modular
structure. Not only their parsing speed is fast, but also they achieve better results. Whether
based on constituent syntax or dependency syntax, RST parse tree describes the masterslave relationship between nodes of each layer: nucleus segments and satellite segments; or
the parallel relationship: as shown in Figure 3(a), two segments in the right bottom are of
equal importance. We can say they are all nucleus segments. Their relations information is
stored in their parent node.
Many previous researches have used RST parse tree, but the combination method for
sentences is a simple weighted method, instead of automatic learning. Inspired by Zhu
et al. (2015), we use LSTM method to replace simply weighted method. Each rectangle in
Figure 3 (b) represents a LSTM unit. We transform part of RST-LSTM topology structure
into RST-LSTM network. In Figure 3(c) RST-LSTM network, for a non-leaf node t, we
assume that it has two child nodes, denoted as (n, s) which represent two segments of the
full sentences.
RST-LSTM equations are expressed as follows:
it = σ(Wn(i) xn + Ws(i) xs + Un(i) htn + Us(i) hts + b(i) )

(20)

(f )
(f )
ftn = σ(Wn(f ) xn + Ws(f ) xs + Unn
htn + Uns
hts + b(f ) )

(21)

(f )
(f )
fts = σ(Wn(f ) xn + Ws(f ) xs + Usn
htn + Uss
hts + b(f ) )

(22)

1. http://agathon.sista.arizona.edu:8080/discp/
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Figure 3: RST-LSTM model.

ot = σ(Wn(o) xn + Ws(o) xs + Un(o) htn + Us(o) hts + b(o) )

(23)

ut = tanh(Wn(u) xn + Ws(u) xs + Un(u) htn + Us(u) hts + b(u) )

(24)

ct = it ⊙ ut + ftn ⊙ ctn + fts ⊙ cts

(25)

ht = ot ⊙ tanh(ct )

(26)

xn and xs respectively represent the two segment vectors which are the input of the parent
node. htn and hts are the hidden output of nodes (n, s). ctn and cts are the cell state of
nodes (n, s). Equation 20-26 are derived from equation 1-7. Parent node has one forget gate
for each node. The key of the model is to selectively integrate information of child nodes
to generate parent vector representation. The reason why equation 21 and 22 share some
weights in the sigmoid function is they are all the input of the forget gate of the parent node.
(f )
(f )
wn xn + ws xs is corresponding to xt in equation 10 and 15. As the equation 25 shows, the
cell state is updated by adding three items. The first item represents final new information
were going to store in the cell state. The second item represents the nucleus information
were going to carry in the cell state. The third item represents the satellite information
were going to keep in the cell state. RST-LSTM enhances the nucleus information and
weakens or even skips the satellite information to update cell state by their corresponding
forget gates. In Figure 3(b), a leaf node represents a segment after RST parsing. We need
to denote the segment as a continuous distributed representation. In addition to relations
between segments, RST also save syntax structure of discourse analytic dependence. Using
the syntax structure, we aim at generating the initial vector representation of segments.
Detail will be seen in next section 4.2.
RST-LSTM model not only uses RST parse tree to distinguish the nucleus segment
and the satellite segment of sentences instead of only considering sentences as temporal
sequences, but also use LSTM structural characteristics to automatically enhance the nucleus information and filter the satellite information of text, instead of simple weighted of
diﬀerent segments’ rhetorical roles. The model combines RST and LSTM, which makes
both of them realizing their own advantage by the greatest degree.
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4. Experiments
4.1. dataset
The dataset we use in the section is English movie review dataset MR Pang and Lee (2005).
Because RST analysis tool currently only can handle data in English, so we only use the
English dataset classification to validate our model. Stanford Sentiment Treebank (SST)
Socher et al. (2013) is sorted from MR dataset by parsing, tagging and other treatments.
The SST dataset has 11855 sentences. There are 215,154 independent phrases after parsing
and internal nodes of phrases have been labeled. In this section, we use the SST dataset to
do two kinds of tasks. One is the fine-grained sentiment classification task. Sentences are
classified into five ranks: very negative, negative, neutral, positive, very positive. The other
is a common binary classification task. Sentences are classified into positive or negative.
Binary classification task needs exclude the neutral sentences, so it only has 9613 sentences
in dataset. In fine-grained classification task and binary classification task, training set /
validation set / test set are designed as Table 1.
Table 1: Dataset partition.
Fine-grained
Binary

Training set

Validation set

Test set

8544
6920

1101
872

2210
1821

Total number
11855
9613

4.2. Training details
We use the following methods to generate the initial segment vector:
• Random initialization. We conduct random initialization for each segment x ∈ RN ,
and then save it to a vector. The vector is continuously updated during training.
• Using pre-trained word vector trained by Glove Pennington et al. (2014). By simple
linear combination of word vectors, the segment vector is gotten.
• Leveraging Tree-LSTM methods for semantic combination from words to segments.
Because both RST parser and Tree-LSTM are based on the results of constituent and
dependency syntax, we use the following methods: using Tree-LSTM composition
method from words to segments to get initial segment vector and using RST-LSTM
combination method from segments to sentence to get sentence representation. To
make the two methods consistent, If RST parser conduct RST discourse analysis
through the result of constituent syntax, we use N-ary Tree-LSTM method to get
segment vector. If RST parser conducts RST discourse analysis through the result of
dependency syntax, we use Child-Sum Tree-LSTM method to get segment vector.
• Using RST-LSTM method regardless of from words to segments or from segments to
the whole sentence. The combination from words to segments uses equations 21-26
and segments’ internal structure to calculate according to the results of constituent
parsing (binary). xn and xs represent the word vector. From segments to sentence
also use equations 21-26 to calculate, while xn and xs represent diﬀerent segments.
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Among these methods, the first, the second and the forth only use C Parser because of the
better parsing result. In the third settings, we use both two parsers and make comparison
about their experiment results. We can learn the sentiment distribution of each segment
by adding a softmax layer on each node. But we only focus on the sentence-level sentiment
analysis. When we have learnt the final hidden output ht (root node) by RST-LSTM
network. The forecast distribution of the entity is as follows:
pθ (y|{x}t ) = sof tmax(W (l) ht + b(l) )

(27)

At the root node t, we use a softmax classifier to predict the label y given the root node input
{x}t . ht is the input of softmax layer, W (l) and b(l) are the weight and biase parameters
which need to optimize during training. Objective function of the model is the negative
log-likelihood value:
m
1 ∑
λ
J(θ) = −
logpθ (yt |{x}t ) + ∥θ∥2
(28)
m
2
t=1

the variable m is the number of sentences. The variable λ is the parameter of the L2
regularization designed for avoiding over fitting problem, which is consistent with previous
work Tai et al. (2015).
4.3. Experiment results
In order to verify the classification results of the RST-LSTM model, we use the SST Socher
et al. (2013) dataset to train the existing sentiment classification systems, such as RAE
Socher et al. (2011b), MV-RNN Socher et al. (2012), RNTN Socher et al. (2013), TreeLSTM Tai et al. (2015). The experimental results of fine-grained classification task and
binary classification task are shown in Table 2. In experiments, the initial word vectors
are trained by Glove Pennington et al. (2014). The dimension of word embedding is 300.
Because the memory of our previous machine is 4G, we can only use a small word vector
file, an 822MB word vector file trained on Wikipedia 2014 + Gigaword5, 989.9 MB after
decompressing. While the size of the word vector file used in Tree-LSTM original work
is 2.03GB, 5.3GB after decompression. In addition, it is possibly because the machine
configuration and the operating environment are not the same, there a little diﬀerence
between our results and the results of original works. In order to compare experiment results
under the same conditions, results in this section are all gotten by using our machine.
Our methods (the last two methods) have the best performance. The RST-LSTM
(constituent) means the third method to initial segment vector described in Section 4.2.
Using Tree-LSTM (constituent) composition method to get initial segment vector and using
RST-LSTM combination method to get sentence representation. RST-LSTM means using
the forth method in Section 4.2. Using RST-LSTM method regardless of from words to
segments or from segments to the whole sentence. The results show that RST-LSTM
(constituent) has slightly higher classification accuracy than the RST-LSTM no matter in
fine-grained classification task or binary classification task, but RST-LSTM (constituent)
training speed is slower than the RST-LSTM, which will be validated next.
We set 25 as the size of mini-batch. Learning rate is set to 0.05 by continuous debugging.
The segment vector is updated by learning rate 0.1. The L2 regularization parameter λ is
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Table 2: Classification accuracy of diﬀerent models.
Methods
RAE
MV-RNN
RNTN
Tree-LSTM(constituent)

Fine-grained
41.1
42.8
44.7
46.8

RST-LSTM(constituent)
RST-LSTM

50.3
49.7

Binary
81.0
81.6
83.9
85.3
87.6
86.8

10−4 and the number of iterations is set to 10. Each epoch’s training time of fine-grained
classification task is shown in Figure 4. Using the same settings, each epoch’s training time
of binary classification task is shown in Figure 5.
Fine-grained classification
12
11.5
Timee (Unit: min)

11
10.5
10

RST-LSTM(dependency)

9.5

RST-LSTM(constituent)
RST-LSTM

9

Tree-LSTM(constituent)

8.5
8
7.5
7
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9 10

Figure 4: Each epoch’s training time of fine-grained classification.

Binary classificaiton
10.5
10

Time (Unit: min)
in)

9.5
9

RST-LSTM(dependency)

8.5

RST-LSTM(constituent)

8

RST-LSTM

7.5

Tree-LSTM(constituent)

7
6.5
6
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9 10

Figure 5: Each epoch’s training time of binary classification.
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The following relations can be concluded from these two figures, whether it’s fine-grained
classification task or binary classification task.
T (RST − LST M (dependency)) < T (RST − LST M ) <
T (RST − LST M (constituent)) < T (T ree − LST M (constituent))

(29)

According equation 29, training time of RST-LSTM is between Tree-LSTM (constituent)
which adopts N-ary Tree-LSTM to get initial segment vector and Tree-LSTM(dependency)
which adopts Child-Sum Tree-LSTM to get initial segment vector. And whether it’s RSTLSTM (constituent) or RST-LSTM, the training time of them are shorter than Tree-LSTM
(constituent) according to equation 29.
For more accurate comparative experiments, we redo the experiments on machine which
has larger memory space. The size of the word vector file is up to 5.3G after decompressing,
which is consistent with the original work Tai et al. (2015). By comparing these two
diﬀerent experimental results, we can conclude that the size of word vector file has eﬀect
on classification accuracy. The second experiment results can be seen in Table 3.
Table 3: Classification accuracy of diﬀerent models(2).
Methods
RAE
MV-RNN
RNTN
Tree-LSTM(constituent)

Fine-grained
43.2
44.3
45.6
48.8

RST-LSTM(constituent)
RST-LSTM

51.7
50.8

Binary
82.0
82.3
85.4
86.9
88.8
88.0

The results of Table 3 indicates that the classification accuracy of these models have
improved compared with Table 2 when increasing the size of word vector file. But the
results of sentiment classification are improved over all models. The performance of our
method is still higher than other models.
we also validate our model on another new dataset 2 which is introduced by Dong
et al. (2014). we use the standard train/test splits 6248/692. Training set contains
negative/neutral/positive three categories with 1561/3127/1560. Test set contains negative/neutral/positive three categories with 172/346/692. We change the dimension of the
word vector to 100, training 10 epoches. Other experiment settings are the same as before.
The result of our model(using RST-LSTM to get segment vector) have 0.708 classification
accuracy, while the RAE model have 0.591 classification accuracy.
4.4. model analysis
In Section 4.2, we propose four methods to get the initial segment vector. The third method
contains two settings. We analyze the impact of these methods on classification accuracy
2. http://goo.gl/5Enpu7
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of RST-LSTM model. The model uses a fixed 300 dimension of segment vector, updated
by learning rate 0.1 in training process, and other parameters are the same as before. The
sentiment classification results of diﬀerent methods have been shown in following Table 4.
Table 4: Classification results of diﬀerent settings.
Method of initializing segment vector
Random initialization
Linear combination of Glove word vector
Tree-LSTM training (dependency)
Tree-LSTM training (constituent)
RST-LSTM

Fine-grained
41.1
43.3
48.5
50.3
49.7

Binary
80.6
82.2
85.7
87.6
86.8

In Table 4, constituent and dependency in parentheses indicate that the semantic combination from words to segments use N-ary Tree-LSTM method or Child-Sum Tree-LSTM
method. The classification accuracy of the last three ways is significantly higher than the
first two ways. The classification accuracy of linear combination of Glove word vector is
also not much higher than random initialization. The reason may be that the word vector
trained by Glove is captured more semantic relations rather than sentiment. and the long
segments composed by a relatively large number of words. It’s rough that these large segment vectors are calculated only by a simple linear combination. Segment vectors obtained
by Tree-LSTM (dependency) aren’t as good as the result based on Tree-LSTM (constituent).
But Tree-LSTM (dependency) has shorter training time, which is consistent with the original work Tai et al. (2015). The classification result of using RST-LSTM method to get
segment vector is between results of these two Tree-LSTM ways and the training time is
also between these two ways. That is to say training time of RST-LSTM is longer than
Tree-LSTM (dependency), but shorter than Tree-LSTM (constituent).

5. Conclusion and Future Works
5.1. Conclusion
During learning process of text features, further emphasizing the structure of text helps
to improve the feature representation, thereby improving the classification accuracy. We
propose RST-LSTM model that build deep learning network on RST parse tree. Each
node in RST parse tree represents the nucleus segment or the satellite segment. The model
can selectively integrate information of child nodes to update cell state by using their
corresponding forget gates and captures long-distance relationship. Introducing RST into
the sentence-level sentiment classification task and deeply studying the relations features
of text make semantic combination based on text structure more accurate. The model is
trained on Stanford Sentiment Treebank dataset Socher et al. (2013). Experimental results
show that the model not only has higher classification accuracy than the state-of-the-art
methods, which improves the accuracy about 2 percent, but also trains quickly.
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5.2. Future Works
These methods construct deep learning network based on the parse tree of text, which
lead that good or bad feature representations largely depend on syntax tree structure. So
the optimization of syntax parse tree is an important exploring direction in the future. In
addition, labels have played a crucial role for the classifier training. There are more mature
English sentiment dataset, such as the SST Socher et al. (2013) dataset. However, the
Chinese sentiment library need further study.
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